
 

 

 

Improving Benchmarking for Credit Unions Pre-Reading 
 
Speaker: Mike Higgins, Mike Higgins & Associates 
 
The process of benchmarking should be used to facilitate a forward looking, proactive 

analysis of where the credit union wants to be at a point in time in the future – articulating a 

clear path of how that is going to happen given recent performance and environmental trends.  

Unfortunately, too often, benchmarking is a backward looking view of what has happened in 

the past and nothing more.  Furthermore, the process is laden with pitfalls that must be 

avoided that may lead to the wrong conclusions about performance.  The most common 

pitfalls include:  

 

→ Fixation upon broad based and bottom line measures such as return on assets (ROA)  
→ Fixation upon narrowly focused measures without considering the tradeoffs that exist  
→ Poorly selected peers  
→ Assuming that average is excellent  

 
In this presentation, we will review a framework for benchmarking the areas vital to long term 

credit union sustainability and prosperity – not too broad as to be overly simplified, but not so 

narrow as to be overly complex.  Some key areas that will be covered include:  

 

→ Developing a framework for collecting and comparing information  
→ Addressing the concept of product mix as a benchmark of success  
→ Alternative methods for evaluating productivity  
→ Thoughts on selecting a peer group for comparison  

 
We will also look at two different ways to use benchmarking information.  The first is to use 

the information to perform a member benefit assessment – an analysis of the tradeoffs that 

exist between maximization of ROA and maximization of member benefit.  The second is to 

use the information to conduct a strengths and weakness analysis that quantifies how much 

of overall credit union ROA is at risk.  
 
Lastly, we will review a “spreadsheet--‐‑based” model that can be used to identify the 

performance targets necessary to promote credit union sustainability.  Attendees of the 

presentation will be provided with a web--‐‑based link to download this model for their own use.  
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Deeply embedded in the credit union tradition is an ongoing search 
for better ways to understand and serve credit union members. Open 
inquiry, the free flow of ideas, and debate are essential parts of the 
true democratic process.

The Filene Research Institute is a 501(c)(3) not-for-profit research 
organization dedicated to scientific and thoughtful analysis about 
issues affecting the future of consumer finance. Through indepen-
dent research and innovation programs, the Institute examines issues 
vital to the future of credit unions.

Ideas grow through thoughtful and scientific analysis of top-priority 
consumer, public policy, and credit union competitive issues. 
Researchers are given considerable latitude in their exploration and 
studies of these high-priority issues.

Traditionally, the Filene Research Institute focuses on long-term 
research questions that can take months or years to research and pub-
lish. Occasionally Filene also publishes Research or Innovation briefs. 
These briefs allow Filene to present important, time-sensitive, notori-
ous, and unbiased topics to the credit union system. Oftentimes 
these briefs present an opportunity to distribute original research or 
innovation findings from Filene researchers or Fellows. We hope the 
“brief ” format meets your need to obtain actionable and objective 
information in a timely manner.
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by Dennis W. Campbell,
Associate Professor,  

Harvard Business School

Benchmarking is a widely used practice and a useful tool for focus-
ing organizational improvement efforts. As this brief makes clear, 
however, benchmarking is not in and of itself a panacea. Rather, if 
conducted and interpreted appropriately, it can guide leaders toward 
key questions they should be asking about the strategies and opera-
tions of their organizations.

This brief articulates a well-thought-out and systematic framework 
for designing, implementing, and acting on benchmarking informa-
tion in a way that is tailored to generate unique insights for credit 
union leaders. It is honest about the challenges inherent in any bench-
marking exercise—ranging from the designation of peer groups to the 
choice and interpretation of multiple measures of performance— and 
provides practical advice for addressing them effectively.

The brief is strongest in developing an approach to benchmarking 
that explicitly recognizes and incorporates unique challenges faced by 
credit unions. Credit unions do not have the luxury of maximizing 
a single measure of performance like profitability, return on equity 
(ROE), or stock price. Rather, they face the very difficult balancing 
act of maximizing member benefit while generating enough profit to 
stay adequately capitalized. These dual objectives can make bench-
marking, and performance measurement more generally, very com-
plex undertakings. The framework articulated in this brief should 
help credit union leaders avoid “information overload” by focusing 
on, and understanding how to drive, the few measures that matter 
most in ensuring the long-term sustainability of their organizations.

Readers of this brief should also come away with a good perspective 
on the role of benchmarking as a tool for focusing the organization 
on strategic uncertainties and opportunities. The framework articu-
lated in this brief provides a systematic mechanism for incorporating 
external information on competitors and peers to make better strate-
gic decisions about issues ranging from product mix and distribution 
strategies to risk management.

The importance of focusing the organization on strategic uncertain-
ties through processes like those articulated in this brief cannot be 
overstated. In my own research, I have found that organizations in 
a variety of sectors often fail to “close the loop” with their strate-
gies. Businesses in virtually every industry are facing dramatically 
increased uncertainty stemming from technological innovation, regu-
latory changes, shifts in consumer preferences, and volatility in their 
markets. Even strategies that are well planned, proven, and executed 
are at risk of failure with such rapid changes in the external environ-
ment. As the world changes around strategies that are well executed 

Foreword
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and tightly linked to a company’s operations, the likelihood of a 
performance management gap increases over time as what gets mea-
sured and driven inside the organization can begin to diverge from 
what matters. At best, leaders in this situation can face the risk of 
measuring, monitoring, and driving suboptimal strategic objectives. 
At worst, they risk fully aligning the organization around executing 
strategies that will ultimately destroy value.

Luckily, this brief provides something of a road map to begin build-
ing the capability to address this challenge. In particular, I would 
direct credit union leaders to seriously consider the recommenda-
tions in this brief on the development of a benchmarking scorecard 
and the associated processes for leveraging the information from such 
a system for strategic decision making. These performance measure-
ment innovations should help credit union leaders begin to develop 
systematic processes for reviewing, testing, and adapting their strate-
gies. They also can provide a useful tool for communication between 
credit union boards and executive leadership.
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I have an ambivalent relationship with the Olympics. Sometimes, 
I get swept up in the beauty, grace, and determination of high- 
performance athletes; other times, the whole thing strikes me as 
excessive, especially when entire societies collectively fret about 
who came out on top. This past summer, for example, there was 
much gnashing of teeth about who could rightfully claim Olympic 
supremacy: Was it the established superpower of the United States 
or up-and- coming China? Over here in Canada, we worried that 
our “own the podium” strategy had failed—that somehow we were a 
lesser nation—because we only won one gold medal.

Meanwhile, a small cottage industry sprang up in an attempt to 
measure Olympic supremacy by factoring in things like population, 
economic power, and Olympic- related spending—including a study 
by New Zealand’s statistical agency. None of the big players, least 
of all the United States, China, or Canada, comes out looking too 
pretty in any of these analyses.

At the end of the day, these debates boil down to the messy business 
of choosing the right peer group (benchmark) and then measuring 
the right things in the right way. The same is true for credit unions 
that want to benchmark their performance against a peer group. 
Consultant Mike Higgins says that in theory, this process should be 
clinical, data driven, and void of emotion, but in practice the exact 
opposite is true. It is hugely emotional, just like competition among 
athletes and their respective countries at the Olympics.

What Is This Research About?
As the debates about Olympic supremacy show, benchmarking is not 
as simple as it seems. Who should you compare yourself to? What 
should you compare, and how? What are some of the pitfalls of 
benchmarking?

Higgins answers these questions and others in an engaging and 
approachable style, always using clear and easy-to- follow examples 
to illustrate his point. Along the way, he provides useful and succinct 
templates that can help credit unions start their own benchmarking 
process or, if they’re already engaged in the process, think about ways 
they can improve their benchmarking practices.

Executive Summary and Commentary

by Marc André Pigeon,
Director, Financial Sector Policy, 
Credit Union Central of Canada
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What Are the Credit Union 
Implications?
Benchmarking, when conducted appropriately, yields several benefits 
for credit unions. It can help credit unions identify best practices, 
monitor a changing landscape, test a hypothesis, define a course of 
action, or simply see who is very good at something so they can be 
contacted to find out why they are successful.

While these benchmarking benefits are universal, credit unions have 
to approach benchmarking differently than for- profit institutions 
where the bottom line is “the bottom line.” For credit unions, the 
endgame is sustainability—generating profits so that the institu-
tion can continue to provide benefits to its members and jobs to its 
employees. Sustainability would be easy to achieve in an unchang-
ing world, but of course that’s not where we live—as Higgins notes, 
every year, day-to-day operating expenses increase and credit losses 
are incurred.

The sustainability objective implies a unique credit union system 
dynamic. To offset the steady march of rising costs, credit unions 
have to grow what Higgins calls “net revenue” (net interest income 
plus noninterest income). And since most net revenue is generated 
from the balance sheet, credit unions have to grow their assets while 
minimizing credit losses. But asset growth can only happen if it’s 
supported by capital (which is scarce). Credit unions must therefore 
grow capital faster than assets or else suffer deterioration in key capi-
tal ratios. This in turn means achieving a long-term ROE that equals 
or exceeds asset growth.

For Higgins, this credit union system dynamic suggests six core areas 
where credit unions should focus on benchmarking their activities 
and asking themselves some tough questions, namely:

1. Asset growth: Where is the asset growth coming from (e.g., loans 
versus investments) and how does our growth compare to our 
peers?

2. Product mix: How does our product mix compare to our peers, 
especially with respect to capital- efficient products that provide 
noninterest income?

3. Interest rates: Who has the best rates and why? (Higgins suggests 
focusing on forward- looking offer rates rather than backward- 
looking portfolio rates.)

4. Operating expenses: Who has the best efficiency ratio and why? 
Does the efficiency ratio tell us everything we need to know? 
(Higgins says no and suggests an alternative measure.)

5. Credit losses: How do our delinquencies and net charge-offs 
compare to our peers? Internally, a credit union might ask itself 
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how it is trending (up, down, or flat) on key measures such as the 
weighted average credit score of loans outstanding or household 
income as a percentage of loans outstanding.

6. Capital adequacy: How does the institution’s total and risk-
weighted capital compare to its peers?

After providing much more detailed and often critical advice (rela-
tive to established norms) for each of these areas, Higgins pulls the 
threads together by suggesting two complementary ways of framing 
the benchmarking process, namely member- value assessment and 
venerable SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats) 
analysis. Member- value assessment looks at the benchmarking 
process through the prism of providing maximum member benefits 
given the sustainability mandate. In other words, it focuses on how a 
credit union, relative to its peers, is managing the trade- off between, 
say, providing a fat patronage payment and the consequences of 
that for sustainability. The SWOT analysis approach, on the other 
hand, compares a credit union’s performance with that of its peers in 
each of the six core areas and then labels each area (or subarea) as a 
member benefit, improvement opportunity, or “ROA lift”—a boost 
to return on assets.

As Higgins stresses, the benchmarking process is not without pitfalls. 
If credit unions choose the wrong peers, for example, they can learn 
the wrong lessons. Just because two credit unions have $500 million 
(M) in assets does not mean they are a good match for benchmark-
ing purposes—they may have different strategic visions, different 
commitments to their branch networks (as part of their strategic 
vision), or simply different membership bases with different needs 
and aspirations. The benchmarking process can also flounder if credit 
unions try to measure too many things, fail to adequately understand 
the context of their peers’ successes and failures, rely exclusively on 
annualized data (which can hide misleading one-off gains or losses), 
or simply fail to ask “why” enough.

But as the Olympics teach us, obstacles and pitfalls can be overcome. 
It takes commitment, hard work, clear thinking and planning, a well-
thought-out peer group, and, above all, the willingness to approach 
the process in the spirit of seeking truth and with a recognition that 
despite our fervent desires as co- operators, we can’t all be above aver-
age all of the time.
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Scope of Research
The objective of this research brief is to help develop a framework 
for benchmarking with a focus on strategic objectives and long-
term credit union sustainability rather than detailed process metrics, 
regulatory adherence, and internal policy. There are a number of 
third- party vendors that provide highly focused process benchmarks 
and market data. Regulatory adherence and internal policy (liquid-
ity, interest rate risk, economic value of equity, etc.) are considered 

minimum requirements that 
must be met in order to oper-
ate the credit union and are not 
addressed in this brief. While 
these “risk” factors are inher-
ently important, the absence 
of a clear definition of how 
they are precisely measured (no 

universally accepted standard exists) and the inability to efficiently 
collect the necessary information place them outside the scope of this 
brief.

Why Benchmark?
In the broad context, benchmarking can mean a lot of different 
things to a lot of different people; however, the process of bench-
marking in its most basic form compares one’s performance against 
that of other organizations (external benchmarking) or operating 
units within the organization (internal benchmarking). It allows one 
to see how one measures up against peers, identify best practices, 
monitor a changing landscape, identify trends, test a hypothesis, 
define a course of action, or simply see who is very good at some-
thing so they can be contacted to find out why they are so successful.

Benchmarking Pitfalls to Avoid
In theory, the process of benchmarking should be very clinical, data 
driven, and devoid of emotion. In practice, the exact opposite is true; 
it is a very emotional process. At its core, benchmarking is a direct 
process of assessing the performance of people (not data) in terms of 
above average or below average, and nobody wants to be told they are 
below average.

Benchmarking should be approached in the spirit of seeking the 
truth and with an understanding that no organization will be above 
average in all aspects of performance. Benchmarking efforts should 
embrace the credit union movement’s mission to serve members 

While “risk” factors are inherently important, clear definition 
of how they are precisely measured (no universally accepted 
standard exists) and the inability to efficiently collect the neces-
sary information place them outside the scope of this brief.
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and realize that time changes all things. Industry leaders can become 
industry laggards if they fail to adapt.

Here is a brief list of common benchmarking pitfalls to avoid:

•	 Broad	or	bottom-	line	measures	of	performance	such	as	ROA,	
asset	size,	and	asset	growth. These metrics of performance 

include so many variables and 
so much “noise” that they are 
actually unreliable indicators of 
success. This is especially true in 
an industry where the objec-
tive is not to maximize profit 
but rather to strike a balance 
between profit and member 

benefit. For example, a credit union that strives to maximize 
member benefit in the form of favorable interest rates for mem-
bers (including patronage dividends) is intentionally and simul-
taneously suppressing net interest margin, efficiency ratio, ROA, 
and ROE.

•	 Overly	narrowly	focused	measures	of	performance	(bench-
marking	in	a	vacuum). Benchmarking is a context- based exercise 
in that data must be assessed relative to the overall scheme of 
things. For example, beating up the CFO for a poor investment 
portfolio yield when the loan-to-asset ratio is 85% is pointless. 
All of the surplus funds must be held in low- yielding, short-term 
investments (or cash) for liquidity purposes.

•	 Poorly	selected	peers. An organization with a large and rapidly 
expanding branch network will have fundamentally different 
processes and expense structures than a similarly sized organiza-
tion with two or three locations in a mature market. In addition, 
the use of wide peer-group bands such as “$100M–$500M” and 
“$500M and over” is flawed. The operating leverage among the 
lower and higher ends of these bands is dramatically different 
due to scale. Consider operating model and credit union strategy 
when selecting a peer group; however, don’t be blind to alterna-
tive ways that a credit union can be operated.

•	 Measuring	too	many	things. This leads to “analysis paraly-
sis.” One does not need to measure scores of items. Narrowing 
them down to the vital few is sufficient. Doing so creates clarity 
of focus for management teams and board members alike. An 
economist once said that if you torture data long enough, it will 
confess to anything.

•	 Not	clearly	defining	each	metric. For example, when measur-
ing net interest margin, does that include provision for loan loss 
expense or not? Failing to clearly define how a metric is measured 

At its core, benchmarking is a direct process of assessing the 
performance of people (not data) in terms of above average 
or below average and nobody wants to be told they are below 
average.
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leads to uncertainty, and uncertainty leads to indecision (and 
inaction).

•	 Annualizing	data. Annualizing data can falsely represent per-
formance. For example, a credit union that realizes a one-time 
or seasonal source of income or expense will not have that same 
occurrence in every remaining month or quarter of the year. Peer 
comparison should be based on recent historical performance 
(one to three years or more) and not annualized projections of the 
most recent reporting period.

•	 Not	asking	“why”	enough. In order to get to the root of any 
problem, one needs to ask “why” over and over again until the 
root cause is uncovered. Benchmarking will always produce the 
same results unless you figure out why performance is what it is 
and then focus on what you are going to do about it. And at the 
end of the day, that is what benchmarking is all about: focusing 
on improvement where necessary and sustaining performance 
that is superior.

•	 Assuming	average	is	excellent. On a scale of 1–10 (10 being the 
best), peer group average is a 5. Don’t settle for mediocrity. Your 
members deserve better. Determine the needs of your members, 
then strive to be the best at serving those needs (assuming it 
makes business sense). Successful organizations figure out a way 
to differentiate themselves from the crowd.

Credit Union System Dynamics
Ultimately, all credit unions have the same objective: long-term 
sustainability. Sustainability keeps the credit union alive as an ongo-

ing entity, produces continuous benefit to 
its members, and provides job security for its 
employees.

Regardless of geography, asset size, or mar-
ket focus, all credit unions are confronted 
with the same set of industry dynamics (see 
Figure 1).

Every year, day-to-day operating expenses 
increase and credit (loan) losses are incurred. 
In order to offset this, net revenue growth is 
required.1 Since a majority of net revenue is 
generated from the balance sheet, asset growth 
is necessary. However, because credit unions 
operate in a capital- constrained industry, they 
must accrete (grow) capital faster than assets 
or they will see deterioration in their capital 
ratio. In short, ROE must be equal to or 

Expense
growth

Balance sheet
growth

Net revenue
growth

Credit
losses

Capital
growth

Figure 1: Industry Dynamics: Circle of Life or 
Spiral of Death
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greater than asset growth over the long term (unless you have a lot of 
capital and can justify squandering it).

Credit Union Sustainability 
Benchmarks
Recognizing the industry dynamics facing credit unions, a robust 
set of sustainability benchmarks should revolve around the six areas 
shown in Figure 2.

There are probably tens if not 
hundreds of tactical, process, and 
activity metrics that support these 
areas (including regulatory and 
policy components); however, if the 
realities of the industry dynamics 
cannot be successfully managed, 
then the credit union’s sustainabil-
ity will come into question or its 
performance will be suboptimized 
at the expense of member benefit. 
In the pages that follow, we will 
address specifically what to measure 
in each of the six benchmarking 
categories.

Keeping Score
A consistent manner of keep-
ing score is extremely important. 

Unfortunately, not all organizations measure things the same way. 
Because of this, it is essential to develop a library of how data are 
mapped into each benchmark of performance.

Figures 3 and 4 provide a very basic example of how to map data 
into a standardized benchmarking income statement and bal-
ance sheet. The categories should be discrete and clearly defined to 
eliminate the “noise” associated with a lack of granularity. Naturally, 
it is possible to develop a data map with more detail than what is 
presented here (breaking down loans into multiple categories, for 
example); however, it is important to make the definitions clear so 
that data are correctly captured for comparison. No matter how you 
choose to develop your data map, it must reconcile with the actual 
financial statements produced. Ultimately, the mapping of data 
should produce more answers than questions.

This brief is directed at leaders of both Canadian and US credit 
unions. While the dynamics of sustainability are identical in the 

Capital growth
(ROE)

ROE must meet or 
exceed asset growth=

Growth

Product mix

Interest rates

Operating expense

Credit losses

Capital adequacy

Figure 2: Sustainability Benchmarks
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two countries, the terminology used to describe those dynamics is 
different. For example, in Canada, the term “shares” refers to equity 
capital; in the United States, the term “shares” refers to deposits. For 
the benefit of the reader, and to avoid mixing terms, Figures 3 and 
4 can serve as a “data dictionary” when referring to components of 
each benchmarking area or metric. The objective is not to create 
controversy around the definition of terms, but rather to create com-
monality in what purpose each balance sheet category serves or what 
level of income or expense is created on the income statement.

In the United States, a governing body called the National Credit 
Union Administration (NCUA) collects information in a consistent 
format. For credit unions in Canada, developing a data mapping 
table will be imperative to insure quality of comparison. Investing a 
great deal of time and effort up front will pay off once the analysis 
begins.

Figure 3: Balance Sheet Data Mapping

Assets Loans All loans outstanding on balance sheet regardless of delinquency or nonaccrual status

This category could be further broken down by product type such as real estate, auto, 
credit card, etc., or by interest rate type such as fixed, variable, and hybrid (fixed then 
variable)

Bottom line: Member assets deployed into loans

Surplus funds Cash balances and all earning assets that are not loans

This category could be further divided into cash, short-term investments, mid-term 
investments, long-term investments, etc.

Bottom line: Liquid member assets that have not been deployed into loans

Loan loss reserve Balance of loan loss reserve (allowance for loan and lease losses)

Bottom line: The “self insurance” fund for potential credit-related losses in future periods

All other assets All remaining assets such as buildings, equipment, prepaid expenses, intangibles, etc.

Bottom line: Nonearning member assets

Liabilities and equity Relationship funding Member-provided funding where things like convenience, location, service, and access 
to funds are more important than interest rate. Generally speaking, these accounts have 
lower rates and do not include accounts where members temporarily park money, earning 
a decent yield while waiting for rates to increase.

In Canada, this would include demand deposits, chequing, regular savings, etc.

In the United States, this would include share drafts, regular shares, savings accounts, etc.

Bottom line: Funding provided by members where rate is not very important

Rate-sensitive funding Member-provided funding where interest rate is a determining factor in choice of a 
financial institution. This category also includes borrowings.

In Canada, this would include variable-rate hybrid savings, variable-rate registered plans, 
time funding, term funding, borrowings, etc.

In the United States, this would include money markets, share certificates, individual 
retirement accounts, nonmember balances, borrowings, etc.

Bottom line: Funding provided by members where rate is important; also includes 
borrowings since they are not the result of a relationship

Other liabilities All remaining liabilities such as accrued interest payable, etc.

Equity capital All sources of equity capital commonly referred to as reserves, equity shares, undivided 
earnings, etc.
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Benchmarking Growth
Asset growth is important, but where growth occurs is far more 
important than how much growth occurs. Furthermore, asset growth 
is driven by liability growth: You can’t grow assets without growing 
liabilities and capital. This is too often forgotten. The phenomenon 
of Bank Transfer Day fueled a lot of overall asset growth. Unfor-
tunately, most of the growth in assets was in the lower- yielding 
investment portfolio and not in higher- yielding loans (at time of 
publication). Because yields on investments are currently so poor, 
this kind of asset growth actually suppresses net interest margin, ROA, 
ROE, and the total capital ratio. A credit union that focuses solely 
on these bottom- line metrics of success may actually be compelled 
to engage in higher levels of risk to improve performance rather than 
simply recognizing the implications of asset growth coming from the 
liability side of the balance sheet.

Figure 4: Income Statement Data Mapping

Net revenue Loan interest income All interest and fee income that is counted as interest income as it relates to the same 
category(ies) on the balance sheet

Surplus funds income All interest income from surplus funding sources as it relates to the same category(ies) on 
the balance sheet

Note: Excludes extraordinary gains and losses on investments

Relationship funding 
expense

All dividend/interest expense on funds as it relates to the same category(ies) on the 
balance sheet

Note: The terms “dividend expense” and “interest expense” are used interchangeably

Rate-sensitive funding 
expense

All dividend/interest expense on rate-sensitive funding as it relates to the same 
category(ies) on the balance sheet

Note: The terms “dividend expense” and “interest expense” are used interchangeably

Noninterest income All other sources of day-to-day operating income including income from subsidiaries

Operating expense Personnel, premise, and 
other operating expense

Day-to-day operating expense including normal operating losses but not including 
provision for loan loss expense

Surplus before 
provision

Net revenue less 
operating expense

Profit/surplus after normal, day-to-day operating activities; income remaining to cover 
credit losses and provide capital growth

Note: The terms “profit” and “surplus” are used interchangeably

Credit loss expense Provision for loan loss 
expense

Expense necessary to keep loan loss reserve adequately funded

Surplus after provision Surplus after provision 
for loan loss expense

Surplus after impact of credit losses and loan loss reserve requirement

Note: The terms “profit” and “surplus” are used interchangeably

Extraordinary items Unusual gains and 
losses, income and 
expense

Items that are not a part of day-to-day operations; includes patronage dividends since 
they are a result of operations,rather than a driver of day-to-day operations. Also includes 
extraordinary gains and losses on investments.

Bottom Line: Unusual, nonrecurring, or extraordinary income or expense that would 
create a one-time jump or drop and would otherwise distort measurement of performance 
should be recorded and footnoted in this category

Income taxes Income tax expense As applicable

Net income Net surplus after all 
expenses

The bottom line
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Benchmarking balance growth should be centered on three primary 
areas, listed here in order of importance:

1. Loan growth.
2. Relationship funding growth.
3. Rate-sensitive funding growth.

In the current interest rate environment (2012), loans produce 
the most economic value because the yield on surplus funds (asset 
balance not loaned out) is so low. Relationship funding balance 
generally has a longer life and lower interest rate than rate- sensitive 
funding and is therefore more economically important.

Generally speaking, one should be more interested in the volume of 
growth (dollars versus peer) than the percentage of growth. While 
relevant when looking at market share, percentages can be mislead-
ing (20% growth on a small base looks impressive, but in terms of 
volume, it is not). Volume of growth tells you exactly what happened 
over a period of time. You can use volume to answer questions like 
this: Competitor A has the same number of loan officers in their lending 

function. Why is it that they grew 
volume three times more than we 
did during the last quarter?

Furthermore, in an ideal world, 
growth would be benchmarked 
against a set of peers that 
compete in the same geographic 
markets. Benchmarking growth 

against peers that are located hundreds or thousands of miles away 
may not hold much relevance; however, technology has broken down 
many geographic borders. Contemplate the implications of geo-
graphic peers accordingly.

After reviewing the results, the questions to ask are:

•	 Did we keep pace with peer, grow faster than peer, or lose ground 
to peer?

•	 Who is responsible for growth in our organization? What tactics 
or action plans are they engaging in to generate growth? Are they 
effective? If not, then why?

•	 Are we in the right markets to begin with? Are the markets 
expanding, static, or contracting?

•	 What are the differentiating factors that set us apart from our 
competitors? Do our members and prospective members perceive 
these as differentiating factors? If not, then why?

Volume of growth tells you exactly what happened over a 
period of time. You can use volume to answer questions like 
this: Competitor A has the same number of loan officers in their 
lending function. Why is it that they grew volume three times more 
than we did during the last quarter?
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•	 Who experienced the most growth in each category? Do we know 
why that is? Can we contact them to find out what practices or 
efforts led to their success?

In addition to balance growth, monitoring member growth has 
merit. Member growth does not always mean balance growth, and 
periodically purging or updating the member database can skew 
results; however, an organization that cannot grow its membership 
base will generally have a harder time growing balance than one that 
is successful in attracting new members. Specifically, the following 
items can be benchmarked internally to assess trends:

•	 Total membership (growing, flat, or declining).
•	 Average member age (increasing or decreasing).
•	 Number of new members by age demographic (e.g., under 18, 

18–24, 25–40, 41–65, etc.).
•	 Member turnover by age demographic (e.g., under 18, 18–24, 

25–40, 41–65, etc.).
•	 Percentage of single service members (i.e., members with narrow 

relationships who are not utilizing the full breadth of credit union 
products).

•	 Single service member turnover (i.e., narrow relationships).

This list is not exhaustive, but it illustrates how membership infor-
mation can be used to gain a greater understanding of where and 
why growth is occurring (or not occurring).

Benchmarking Product Mix
One of the greatest mistakes management teams and boards of 
directors can make is overly focusing on the income statement and 

ignoring the balance sheet. 
Industrywide, credit unions 
generate about 70% of their 
total net revenue from the bal-
ance sheet (net interest margin) 
and 30% from noninterest 
income sources. The reality 

is that the income statement is simply a reflection of balance sheet 
management and not the driver of it.

It is a global best practice to understand sales ranked by contribution 
margin (product mix). Credit unions should not be exempt from this 
practice. In terms of contribution margin and efficient use of capital, 
here is a list of major products in rank order:

1. Noninterest income (including subsidiary income).
2. Loans.

One of the greatest mistakes management teams and boards of 
directors can make is overly focusing on the income statement 
and ignoring the balance sheet.
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3. Relationship funding.
4. Rate-sensitive funding.

A strong product mix would be indicated by a higher percentage of 
“sales” in noninterest income, loans, and relationship funding with a 
lower percentage of sales in rate- sensitive funding. This is illustrated 
in Figure 5. A weak product mix would be the exact opposite and is 
shown in Figure 6.
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Why is this important? Credit unions with a weak product mix 
have to grow assets much faster than those with a strong product 
mix to offset annual increases in operating costs and credit losses. 

This places a strain on the total 
capital ratio. Furthermore, a 
weak product mix could be a 
sign of systemic problems (e.g., 
a credit union that cannot sell 
or capture the most desirable 
market segments).

In terms of benchmarking, a good set of metrics would include:

•	 Noninterest income as a percentage of assets (excluding extraordi-
nary gains/income).

•	 Loans as a percentage of assets.
•	 Relationship funding as a percentage of assets.
•	 Rate-sensitive funding as a percentage of assets.

To create a more meaningful assessment of performance, if any of the 
preceding categories are worse than peer (or target), then the number 
of years to catch up to peer (or target) at a standard growth rate (5% 
per year, for example) should be calculated.

After reviewing the results, the questions to ask are:

•	 Why is our product mix stronger (or weaker) than peer? Can we 
sustain our advantage over time? If it is weaker, what can we do to 
improve it?

•	 Do we have a large enough net interest margin to stay adequately 
capitalized if we grow our current product mix?

•	 Which is growing faster, funding sources or loans?
•	 Which is growing faster, relationship funding or rate- sensitive 

funding?
•	 How much ROA are we giving up with inferior product mix? 

How much ROA are we getting with superior product mix?

Benchmarking Interest Rates
Proper balance growth and strong product mix lead to sustainability, 
create member benefit, and provide job security. What about inter-
est rates? Interest rates are a paradox. In order to maximize member 
benefit, a credit union would have member- favorable rates on loans 
and shares (which reduces net interest margin and ROA/equity) and 
better-than- peer performance on surplus funds not loaned out. How-
ever, if rates are too favorable to members, then sustainability can be 
jeopardized because the credit union cannot accrete capital quickly 
enough to offset balance growth at such a thin margin.

Credit unions with a weak product mix have to grow assets 
much faster than those with a strong product mix to offset 
annual increases in operating costs and credit losses. This places 
a strain on the total capital ratio.
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Another paradox is what to benchmark—portfolio rates or offer 
rates? Portfolio rates are the yields on loans and investments and 
the costs of relationship funding and rate- sensitive funding (i.e., a 
backward- looking history of how each loan, investment, and funding 
contract was structured at origination that now sits on the balance 
sheet producing interest income or incurring interest expense).

On the other hand, offer rates are how products are currently priced 
today and might not be reflective of historic yields and/or costs. For 
example, the current offer rate on a 12-month, time-based deposit 
might be 1.00%, while the overall cost of all time-based deposits 
on the balance sheet (which might have an average remaining life 
of three years) might be 2.25%. Why the difference? Portfolio cost 
captures how each contract was structured at the time of sale. Maybe 
a promotional rate was offered that drove in a lot of balance. Con-
versely, offer rates capture how contracts are being structured today.

Which is more important—offer rates or portfolio rates? Certainly, 
both matter; however, one might do well to focus more energy 
on offer rates. You can collect this information by simply view-
ing competitor websites or subscribing to a rate shopping service 
through a third- party vendor. The reason focusing on offer rates is 
so important is that it is very difficult to capture market share with 
uncompetitive rates; furthermore, you run asset- liability risks from 

improperly structured contracts 
being added to the balance sheet 
today, not last week, last month, 
or last year.

Can you benchmark portfolio 
rates? Of course you can. You 

just have to realize the limitations of doing so. For example, the aver-
age loan yield for a credit union with 90% of its loans in unsecured 
credit card debt will be a lot different than one with 90% of its loans 
in fixed-rate mortgages. Regardless, ranking peers high to low on 
interest rates on loans, investments, relationship funding, and rate- 
sensitive funding will open the door to a lot of questions and possi-
bly some answers that may lead to improvement in performance. For 
example, Why does Credit Union A have an investment portfolio yield 
that is twice as high as ours?

After reviewing the results, the questions to ask are:

•	 Why is our loan yield higher (or lower) than peer? Is that a func-
tion of interest rates or mix within the loan portfolio? The same 
questions can be asked on the funding side.

•	 Are we at risk of losing loans to our competitors as a result of 
members refinancing down to a lower interest rate?

Which is more important—offer rates or portfolio rates? Cer-
tainly, both matter; however, one might do well to focus more 
energy on offer rates.
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•	 Are we at risk of losing funding sources to our competitors as 
a result of chasing higher interest rates (i.e., the member owns 
the “call option” on deposits, and a penalty for early withdrawal 
might not be sufficient to keep funds in a rapidly rising rate 
environment)?

•	 Is our funding product mix being distorted by members “park-
ing” funds waiting for rates to increase?

Benchmarking Operating Expense
Of all the benchmarking categories, operating expense is the one that 
management teams and board members tend to gravitate toward 
the most. Management teams try to justify their expenditures, while 
board members are suspicious of wasteful spending.

One has to be especially careful when selecting a peer group for bench-
marking operating expense. As noted in the section on pitfalls at 
the beginning of this brief, benchmarking expense with two credit 
unions with similar asset size and product mix but a dramatically dif-
ferent number of branch locations will almost always show the credit 
union with more branches in an unfavorable light due to occupancy 
costs and minimum staffing requirements. One has to be able to dis-
cern between strategically different modes of operation and qualify 
any comparisons accordingly. Does this mean you should never 
compare the business models of credit unions with significantly dif-
ferent numbers of branches? Absolutely not! The credit union with 
more branches might have a broken business model that needs to 
be revamped to look like the credit union with fewer branches. The 

key to benchmarking expense 
is to have a large enough peer 
population to be able to sum-
marize overall performance 
against peer—and to see where 
you rank individually against 

each member of the peer group on various aspects of performance so 
you can ask the right questions about why differences in performance 
exist.

Two Views of Operating Expense: Efficiency versus Activity Balance
At the end of the day, enough net revenue must be produced to 
cover operating expense and credit losses and provide for some 
capital accretion. Because of this, measuring operating expense as 
a percentage of net revenue (the efficiency ratio) is very important. 
For example, a credit union with operating expense of $95 and net 
revenue of $100 has an efficiency ratio of 95% (95/100 = 95%). 
This means 95% of every dollar of net revenue produced is con-
sumed by operating expense. This leaves only 5% of net revenue to 

One has to be especially careful when selecting a peer group for 
benchmarking operating expense.
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cover credit losses and capital growth—not much at all. Conversely, a 
credit union with operating expense of $60 and net revenue of $100 
has a 60% efficiency ratio and a larger operating surplus left over 
to cover credit losses and capital growth (40% of net revenue). The 
60% credit union operates much more efficiently than the 95% credit 
union (the lower the number, the better—the less expense required 
to produce and/or support a dollar of net revenue).

The problem with the efficiency ratio is that it does not tell you 
whether you have an expense problem or a revenue problem. It could 
be that you are indeed very efficient on the expense side but operate 
very poorly on the revenue side and therefore are inefficient because 
of revenue. The revenue problem could be a result of poor product 
mix or giving too much rate away in the form of member benefit. 
Going back to the pitfalls, the efficiency ratio is a very robust metric, 
but it is broad as well. It is very important and should be evaluated, 
but not in isolation.

In order to combat the flaws of the efficiency ratio, employee head-
count or operating expense relative to asset balance is often evaluated. 
However, I cringe every time I hear a board member rattle off how 
the credit union is performing on total assets per full-time equivalent 
or operating expense as a percentage of total assets. As we discussed 
in the section on growth and product mix, not all assets (or liabili-
ties) are created equal. It is easy to grow assets by offering a special 
rate on time-based funding sources (liabilities). Recall that liability 
growth increases asset balance. If assets grew 3% because time-
based funding grew and those funds were not loaned out, then little 
economic value was created and minimal effort to administer and 
support the “asset” growth is necessary; however, total assets per full-
time equivalent and operating expense as a percentage of total assets 
would show marked improvement.

Contrast that against a credit union with high relationship fund-
ing and loan-to-total-assets ratios (i.e., desirable factors that drive 
sustainability). Considerable effort is required to administer and 
support these items that produce significant levels of economic value. 
Unfortunately, a naïve benchmarking assessment that uses headcount 
or expense relative to total assets would indicate that this credit union 
has significant room for improvement. Nothing could be further 
from the truth.

Generally speaking, it also takes a significant amount of expense 
to support noninterest income generation. To illustrate this point, 
consider a credit union with a subsidiary that spends $85 to produce 
$100 of net revenue and requires little, if any, capital (insurance, 
wealth management, etc.). That translates to a 15% profit margin 
on sales ($100 net revenue – $85 operating expense = $15 profit 
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margin). Since the revenue production requires little capital, the 
ROE on this line of business is very high—so high that the objective 

should be to continue to capture 
market share at a 15% profit 
margin. Doing this exact activ-
ity will destroy the traditional 
and closely watched expense-
to-assets ratio—the same ratio 

misguided board members like to hammer the management team 
with every quarter.

To address this problem, and to counterbalance the efficiency ratio, 
one can measure expense as a percentage of activity balance. Activity 
balance is defined and computed as follows:

Activity balance = Loan balance + Relationship funding balance + 
Equivalent noninterest income balance

and

Equivalent noninterest income balance =  
Noninterest income / Net interest margin percentage

Equivalent noninterest income balance “grosses up” noninterest 
income into an equivalent asset balance using the credit union’s 
net interest margin. In plain language, it tells you how large nonin-
terest income would be at the overall credit union net interest margin 
if noninterest income were a balance sheet asset.

For example, let’s take a $500M credit union that produces $8M per 
year in noninterest income and has a net interest margin of 3.5% 
(as a percentage of assets, excluding loan loss provision expense). If 
noninterest income were an asset, it would have a balance of almost 
$230M (about 45% of total assets) because an asset balance of 
$230M at a 3.5% margin would produce about $8M in income.

Converting noninterest income to equivalent asset balance produces 
a very revealing number that illustrates the degree to which credit 
unions rely on noninterest income sources for their survival.

Because activity balance is more aligned with expense than total 
assets is, one gets a more accurate picture of expenditures relative to 
the activity necessary to administer and support the factors most vital 
to long-term credit union sustainability. In addition, because com-
pensation expense represents such a large part of operating expense, 

Generally speaking, it also takes a significant amount of 
expense to support noninterest income generation.

Converting noninterest income to equivalent asset balance produces a very revealing number that 
illustrates the degree to which credit unions rely on noninterest income sources for their survival.
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one should break down the total expense as a percentage of activ-
ity balance into compensation expense as a percentage of activity 
balance and noncompensation expense as a percentage of activity 
balance.

After reviewing the results, the questions to ask are:

•	 Who has the best efficiency ratio? Is it because they are more 
efficient on the expense side or is it because they generate more 
revenue?

•	 Who has the best ratio of expense to activity balance? What are 
they doing differently? Is it something that we can attempt to 
replicate?

•	 How quickly are our expenses increasing? How does that relate to 
peer?

Benchmarking Credit Quality
As with operating expense, credit quality is a highly monitored area. 
Credit quality begins with underwriting. The seeds of success or fail-
ure are planted at origination. That being said, strong but reasonable 
underwriting standards are required and must be consistent with the 
credit union’s overall level of loss tolerance and its ability to absorb 
losses.

Generally speaking, the wealth of data the credit union can track 
internally dwarfs what is readily available externally. Internally, the 
credit union would be well served to develop a pipeline of sequen-
tial early warning indicators of potential credit problems or elevated 
levels of underwriting risk. At a summary level, the following items 
could be monitored:

•	 Weighted average credit score of loans outstanding (trending up, 
down, or flat).

•	 Household income as a percentage of loans outstanding (trending 
up, down, or flat).

•	 Weighted average loan-to-value of loans outstanding (trending 
up, down, or flat).

•	 Member share balance as a percentage of loans outstanding (for 
members with loans only; trending up, down, or flat). This may 
signal a reduction in income or ability to make loan payments.

•	 Percentage of loan payments made on time (trending up, down, 
or flat).

This list is not exhaustive or indicative of best practices; rather, it is 
an illustration of building a sequential pipeline to identify problems 
as early as possible.
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Externally, the credit union can benchmark more commonly avail-
able or shared information such as delinquencies 0–59 days, delin-
quencies 60+ days, net charge-offs, etc.

Loan concentration (dollar amount of loans by category or classifi-
cation) is an increasing area of focus. Common sense dictates that 
adherence to strong and sound policies regarding appraisal, under-
writing, and interest rate risk will trump (but not eliminate) concen-
tration concerns. Highly skilled and experienced personnel managing 
fewer adequately collateralized lending categories may reduce risk 
more effectively than attempting to diversify risk into areas of lend-
ing where the credit union has little or no expertise.

After reviewing the results, the questions to ask are:

•	 Who has the lowest delinquency ratios? Why is that?
•	 Who has the lowest levels of net charge-offs? Why is that?
•	 Are our underwriting standards inhibiting our ability to grow?

Benchmarking Capital Adequacy
Operating in a capital- constrained and highly regulated industry, 
capital adequacy is the “end game” when it comes to managing per-
formance. Two benchmarks of success to monitor are the traditional 
total capital ratio (total capital as a percentage of total assets) and the 
risk- weighted capital ratio. The implications of not being adequately 
capitalized are obvious and will not be addressed in this brief.

Benchmarking Other/Miscellaneous Metrics
Beyond the sustainability benchmarks just listed, it is possible to 
measure a number of additional factors related to account size, prod-
uct penetration, per branch, per employee, per member, etc. Such 
aspects of performance can be measured and monitored as merited.

Selecting a Peer Group
The first rule about selecting a peer is that there is no perfect peer. 
“Yes, but . . .” comes up every time a comparison is made to a group 
or individual credit unions. Some of the “buts” are justified, while 

others are simply excuses to jus-
tify mediocre performance. The 
value of the “buts” should not 
be dismissed. “Buts” are the dif-
ferences between credit unions 

that should be explored further and followed up with the question, 
“Maybe we should think about doing things that way.”

The first rule about selecting a peer is that there is no perfect 
peer.
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When selecting a peer, the message of “don’t let perfect be the enemy 
of good” needs to be invoked. The goal is simply to pick a represen-
tative group to make rational and logical comparisons.

That being said, credit unions as an industry segment are very 
homogeneous in terms of what is measured on the balance sheet 
and income statement. Despite the statement, “We do things a 
little differently here,” the way things get measured is surprisingly 
undifferentiated.

There are a number of ways to select a representative peer group. 
Some criteria to consider include:

•	 Operational peer group. This peer group is based on asset size. 
For example, you might include all credit unions within 25% of 
your current asset size. Furthermore, you might place a constraint 
on the minimum and maximum number of branches to narrow 
down the group or make a more representative comparison.

•	 Geographic peer group. This peer group is based on geography. It 
could be in the same metropolitan area, state, province, region, 
etc.

•	 Charter-based peer group. For example, a SEG-based (select 
employee group) credit union with a national presence might not 
want to select rural, community- based credit unions as part of 
their peer group.

•	 Custom peer group. This involves hand- selecting a set of rep-
resentative peers that factors elements of asset size, number 
of branches, geography, and charter. The powerful benefit of 
hand- selecting a peer group is that it eliminates the distaste of a 
superficial selection process and instead encourages buy-in and 
participation in the peer selection process.

•	 Outside-of-industry peer group. While this is not the focus of this 
brief, credit unions could benchmark against other financial 
service providers (i.e., banks, insurance companies, mortgage 
companies, investment and wealth management advisory services, 
etc.) and even other service delivery industries (e.g., retail sector, 
service sector, etc.).

Size of Peer Group
The population of the peer group needs to be large enough to intro-
duce some degree of variety. An exact replication of the credit union 

provides no differentiation. Dif-
ferentiation is where the value 
of benchmarking resides. As 
a rule of thumb, a population 
of 10–30 credit unions should 
provide a degree of meaningful 

Differentiation is where the value of benchmarking resides. As 
a rule of thumb, a population of 10–30 credit unions should 
provide a degree of meaningful difference in operations from 
which to benchmark.
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difference in operations from which to benchmark. Depending on 
asset size, fewer than 10 may not produce enough differentiation and 
more than 30 may be too unwieldy to manage.

Source Data
In the United States, all credit unions are required to submit a quar-
terly call report called the 5300. The 5300 report includes enough 
information to benchmark the sustainability metrics referenced in 
this brief. In Canada, credit unions will have to rely on the voluntary 
participation of other credit unions. Think about what you want to 
measure, develop a template for collecting data, and be prepared to 
share your findings with the participants. It will probably take some 
form of reciprocation in order to get enough participants, and the 
participants may request that their information remain confiden-
tial (e.g., that the information is presented without using the credit 
union’s name).

Span of Data
In order to identify trends and smooth out periodic outliers, a trend 
of data spanning about three years (12 quarters) should be adequate. 
A span of data one year or less will probably not be sufficient to spot 
trends, while a span of data more than three years might be useful, 
but the effort to manage and maintain that amount of information 
has marginal diminishing returns.

Pulling It All Together: Benchmarking 
Scorecard
A review of the metrics of performance versus peer in each category 
(Figure 7) will result in a robust, balanced, and healthy discussion of 
overall credit union performance.

Pulling It All Together: Member Value 
Assessment
What is the bottom line when it comes to developing an assessment 
of overall credit union performance? The answer is, there is no bot-
tom line. In profit- focused industries, the bottom line as measured 
by return on investment or dollars of income is generally accepted as 
an overall indicator of performance. However, for credit unions, this 
logic does not apply.
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Unlike profit- focused industries, credit unions serve a dual man-
date: maximize member benefit (at the expense of profitability) and 
generate enough profit to stay adequately capitalized. If you gener-

ate too much profit, it may be at 
the expense of member benefit. If 
you give too much profit away in 
the form of member benefit (favor-

able rates, convenience, service, etc.) it may be at the expense of the 
credit union’s ability to stay adequately capitalized. Ultimately, it is a 
balancing act, not the maximization of a single factor.

Because of the dual mandate, focusing on ROA as a bottom- line 
metric of success or failure relative to peer is flawed, yet it is the first 
thing that comes up in discussions of performance. Rather than 

Figure 7: Benchmarking Scorecard

Category Metric How measured

Growth Loan growth Dollar amount

Relationship funding growth Dollar amount

Rate-sensitive funding growth Dollar amount

Member growth Number of members

Product mix Net revenue return on assets Percentage of assets

Noninterest income Percentage of assets

Loans Percentage of assets

Relationship funding Percentage of assets

Rate-sensitive funding Percentage of assets

Interest rates Net interest margin (excluding 
provision for loan loss)

Percentage of average assets

Loan yield Percentage of average balance

Surplus funds yield Percentage of average balance

Relationship funding cost Percentage of average balance

Rate-sensitive funding cost Percentage of average balance

Operating 
expense

Efficiency ratio Net revenue / Operating expense

Total expense / Activity balance Expense / Average activity balance

Personnel expense / Activity balance Expense / Average activity balance

Other expense / Activity balance Expense / Average activity balance

Credit quality 0–59 days delinquent Percentage of loan balance

60+ days delinquent Percentage of loan balance

Net charge-offs Percentage of loan balance

Loan loss reserve Percentage of loan balance

Capital 
adequacy

Total capital ratio Capital / Total assets

Risk-based net worth requirement As computed by examining body

It is a balancing act, not the maximization of a single factor.
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focusing on ROA, it is possible to classify each metric on the bench-
marking scorecard into one of three categories:

1. Creating member benefit. This would include the impact on ROA 
as a result of superior product mix, member- favorable inter-
est rates, higher levels of productivity, and lower levels of credit 
losses.

2. Producing ROA lift. This would include the impact on ROA as a 
result of interest rates that are not favorable to members and are 
instead producing ROA lift.

3. Improvement opportunity. This would include the impact on ROA 
as a result of inferior product mix, lower levels of productivity, 
and higher levels of credit losses.

Let’s take a quick look at some examples to explain how a member 
value assessment can be performed:

•	 Generally speaking, when a credit union spends less on day-to-
day operating expense than a peer equivalent in asset size and 
number of branch locations, it is a good thing for members. Ben-
efit is created because the credit union is more productive than 
peer. So, if a credit union with $500M in assets spends $2M less 
on operating expense than peer, then member benefit of 40 basis 
points (bps) ROA has been created ($2M less expense/$500M 
assets = 40 bps ROA benefit).

•	 If a credit union pays out a higher dividend rate than peer on 
rate- sensitive funds, member benefit is created. Let’s take the 
$500M credit union from the previous example. If this credit 
union has $200M in rate- sensitive funds and pays a dividend 
rate that is 0.50% higher than peer, it is creating member benefit 
of 20 bps (0.50% higher dividend rate × $200M rate- sensitive 
funds/$500M assets = 20 bps ROA benefit). However, the mem-
ber benefit is suppressing ROA by 20 bps as well.

•	 If a credit union charges a higher rate on loans than peer, ROA 
lift is created, at the expense of member benefit. Assuming the 
same $500M credit union charges 0.35% more than peer on its 
$200M loan portfolio, then ROA lift of 14 bps has been created 
(0.35% higher loan rate × $200M loans/$500M assets). Natu-
rally, differences in loan type, rate type, average credit score, etc., 
will have an impact when comparing the loan yield of one credit 
union to another; however, the analysis is a good starting point 
for a discussion of potential ROA lift at the expense of member 
benefit.

•	 If a credit union has a stronger product mix than peer, it is creat-
ing member benefit because it is utilizing member funding and 
capital more effectively. Again, let’s take the same $500M credit 
union that has a loan-to-asset ratio of 40%, which is 25% lower 
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than peer. This means that 25% of its assets are sitting in lower- 
yielding investments instead of being deployed as higher- yielding 
loans to members. If the loan yield is 5% and the investment 
yield is 2%, then the credit union is underperforming by 3% 
ROA on 25% of its assets (the spread between the loan yield 
and the investment yield on 25% less loan balance than peer). 
Therefore, the improvement opportunity is 75 bps ROA (25% 
less loan balance × $500M assets × (Loan yield – Investment 
yield)/$500M assets = 75 bps).

Figure 8 summarizes the performance of metrics on a benchmarking 
scorecard grouped into member benefit, ROA lift, and improvement 
opportunity. Ideally, a credit union would score high on member 
benefit, low on ROA lift, and low on improvement opportunity.

Figure 8: Member Value Assessment
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Surplus funds yield 2.50% 1.13% 0.52

Noninterest income (% assets) 1.23% 1.04% 0.19

Non-personnel expense $4,351,000 $4,828,000 0.16

Time and other cost 2.34% 1.89% 0.12

Checking and savings cost 0.49% 0.34% 0.09

Net charge-offs 0.76% 0.57% 0.02

Checking and savings (% assets) 63.5% 60.5% 0.01

Total member benefit* 1.11

*Potential member benefit at the expense of ROA

ROA lift Credit union Peer ROA lift

Loan yield 6.11% 5.03% 0.64

Total ROA lift* 0.64

*Potential ROA lift at the expense of member benefit

Improvement opportunity Credit union Peer ROA drag

Loans (% assets) 41.3% 58.6% 0.72

Personnel expense $5,470,000 $4,597,000 0.28

Total ROA drag* 1.00

*Potential ROA drag at the expense of member benefit
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Pulling It All Together: SWOT Analysis
Figure 9 compares prior four- quarter performance versus peer with 
respect to the items on the benchmarking scorecard. Benchmarking 
metrics are listed along the left side of the chart. An assessment of 
each metric is included in the next column. How each benchmarking 
metric is impacting ROA relative to peer is captured in the horizontal 
bar chart. Finally, the implications of any strength versus peer rela-
tive to net income ROA are indicated on the right side of the chart. 
In this example, loan yield is producing an ROA lift versus peer for 
36 bps. If this strength relative to peer were to slip down to peer 
level of performance, then 93% of the net income ROA would be 
eliminated. From a strategic perspective, this forces the credit union 
to evaluate the degree to which loan yield can be maintained as a sus-
tainable factor, which is currently driving 93% of net income ROA.

From a strategic perspective, a strong credit union would have 
strengths that create a sustainable competitive advantage. This 
would include strengths in product mix (loans, relationship fund-
ing, and noninterest- income-to-asset ratios), strengths in day-to-day 
operating expense versus peer, and strengths in underwriting (net 
charge-offs) versus peer. A credit union having to rely primarily on 
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loan and investment yields to produce an ROA high enough to stay 
adequately capitalized would be cause for concern. Members are not 
obligated to pay above market rates on loans; they can choose to refi-
nance or obtain a loan from a competing financial institution with 
a more favorable rate. Credit unions that rely on high investment 
portfolio yields may be taking excessive amounts of interest rate risk, 
investment risk, liquidity risk, or some combination of the three.

Conclusion
Implemented properly, benchmarking can be a very beneficial exer-
cise for credit unions. Implemented haphazardly or without context 
and perspective, it can do more harm than good. It is important that 
credit unions undertake the exercise of benchmarking in the spirit 
of improving or sustaining performance in order to create value for 
members.

The list of items that can be benchmarked is extensive; however, 
from a strategic perspective, it is possible to benchmark six critical 
areas of performance that support long-term credit union sustainabil-
ity. These six areas are:

1. Growth.
2. Product mix.
3. Interest rates.
4. Operating expense.
5. Credit quality.
6. Capital adequacy.

Selecting the proper peer group is important. It should not be too 
small or too large, lest the process of benchmarking become too 
unwieldy. A peer group of 10–30 credit unions should be adequate.

Where available, publicly shared information collected by a govern-
ing source (i.e., the NCUA 5300 Report in the United States) can be 
extremely useful. Lacking such information, credit unions will have 
to agree to voluntarily share benchmarking information. That being 
said, there is a wealth of information on a standard balance sheet and 
income statement. The lack of a regulatory agency like NCUA in 
Canada does not mean quality benchmarking cannot be performed; 
it just requires a little more effort. A good span of data should 
stretch about three years (12 quarters) to spot trends and changes in 
performance.
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Figure 10: Peer Group Growth Example: Loan Growth Trend
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Dec-08 Mar-09 Jun-09 Sep-09 Dec-09 Mar-10 Jun-10 Sep-10 Dec-10 Mar-11 Jun-11 Sep-11 Dec-11

Credit union 342.4 341.5 344.6 342.9 335.0 320.7 318.0 325.7 314.2 312.3 319.6 319.0 322.6

Credit union +8.4
Peer +9.3

Credit union –19.8
Peer +21.8

Credit union 
number Credit union name

Dec-10 
($M)

Dec-11 
($M)

Prior 4-quarter 
growth ($M)

Percentage 
change

61093 DHCU Community 251 305 +54 21.4

68598 Deere Employees 339 388 +49 14.3

63932 1st MidAmerica 338 380 +42 12.3

24165 University of Kentucky 314 349 +36 11.5

64970 Universal 1 250 283 +32 12.9

68510 Community 1st 266 297 +30 11.4

61810 Kemba 341 371 +30 8.9

10544 Crane 198 221 +23 11.7

9845 Superior 212 233 +21 9.8

8594 Finance Center 305 318 +13 4.2

60978 Directions 343 352 +10 2.8

1427 Midwest America Credit Union 314 323 +8 2.7

82794 Interra 324 330 +6 1.8

60768 Hoosier Hills 281 287 +5 1.9

7064 Sun 239 244 +5 2.0

64471 Du Trac Community 298 301 +3 1.1

1199 BMI 213 211 –2 –1.0

2876 Chicago Patrolmen’s 196 194 –2 –1.3

68588 Consumers Cooperative 364 358 –6 –1.6

16626 Heritage 269 262 –7 –2.5

7346 SelfReliance Ukrainian American 226 219 –7 –3.1

24034 Notre Dame 359 352 –8 –2.2

60238 Great Lakes 347 336 –11 –3.2

62848 Telhio 258 246 –12 –4.7

10197 Park Community 317 297 –20 –6.2
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Figure 11: Peer Group Product Mix Example: Loan Balance as Percentage of Assets
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Credit union 77.7 74.9 76.4 77.2 74.6 69.0 68.7 70.9 68.6 66.2 69.0 68.9 69.3

Peer 73.4 68.1 67.6 68.6 67.4 66.9 67.4 67.8 66.9 64.8 65.8 66.0 65.5
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Credit union 
number Credit union name

Loans 
($M)

Assets 
($M)

Percentage 
of assets

24034 Notre Dame 359 433 83.1

60768 Hoosier Hills 281 365 77.1

24165 University of Kentucky 314 422 74.3

8594 Finance Center 305 419 72.7

68510 Community 1st 266 369 72.2

63932 1st MidAmerica 338 474 71.3

64970 Universal 1 250 355 70.5

1427 Midwest America Credit Union 323 465 69.3

68598 Deere Employees 339 515 65.8

10197 Park Community 317 485 65.3

16626 Heritage 269 412 65.2

61810 Kemba 341 526 64.9

68588 Consumers Cooperative 364 568 64.1

60238 Great Lakes 347 544 63.8

60978 Directions 343 545 62.9

64471 Du Trac Community 298 515 57.9

7064 Sun 239 413 57.8

1199 BMI 213 371 57.6

61093 DHCU Community 251 444 56.7

9845 Superior 212 377 56.2

82794 Interra 324 577 56.2

62848 Telhio 258 462 55.9

2876 Chicago Patrolmen’s 196 356 55.0

7346 SelfReliance Ukrainian American 226 424 53.3

10544 Crane 198 378 52.2
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Figure 12: Peer Group Interest Rate Example: Investment Yield Trend
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Credit union 
number Credit union name

Four-quarter 
interest 

income ($M)

Four-quarter 
average 

balance ($M) Yield

7064 Sun 5.2 150 3.50

10544 Crane 2.6 132 1.93

60238 Great Lakes 3.0 170 1.75

2876 Chicago Patrolmen’s 2.2 126 1.74

7346 SelfReliance Ukrainian American 3.3 196 1.69

64471 Du Trac Community 3.0 180 1.66

1427 Midwest America Credit Union 2.0 121 1.62

60978 Directions 2.7 172 1.55

1199 BMI 2.0 127 1.55

24034 Notre Dame 0.8 53 1.54

82794 Interra 3.1 205 1.53

68588 Consumers Cooperative 2.2 161 1.36

62848 Telhio 2.2 172 1.30

9845 Superior 1.3 101 1.25

24165 University of Kentucky 0.6 54 1.06

8594 Finance Center 1.0 93 1.04

10197 Park Community 1.4 135 1.03

64970 Universal 1 0.6 62 1.02

60768 Hoosier Hills 0.6 61 0.94

61810 Kemba 0.9 97 0.94

16626 Heritage 1.0 113 0.90

61093 DHCU Community 1.2 134 0.89

68510 Community 1st 0.2 41 0.55

63932 1st MidAmerica 0.3 63 0.45

68598 Deere Employees 0.4 94 0.39
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Figure 13: Peer Group Operating Expense Example: Personnel Expense versus Peer
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Four-quarter rolling expenses ($ thousands)

Mar-09 Jun-09 Sep-09 Dec-09 Mar-10 Jun-10 Sep-10 Dec-10 Mar-11 Jun-11 Sep-11 Dec-11

Credit union n/a n/a n/a 8,415 8,421 8,455 8,546 8,616 8,699 8,759 8,753 8,749

Peer n/a n/a n/a 8,564 8,459 8,550 8,382 8,411 8,393 8,372 8,376 8,353

Difference (148) (39) (96) 164 204 306 387 377 396

Credit union 
number Credit union name

Number of 
branches

Personnel 
expense 

($M)

Activity 
balance 

($M) Ratio

68598 Deere Employees 13 5.7 933 0.61

24165 University of Kentucky 4 7.3 800 0.91

61093 DHCU Community 6 7.0 746 0.94

68588 Consumers Cooperative 6 10.2 1,030 0.99

64471 Du Trac Community 10 7.2 724 1.00

10197 Park Community 13 8.0 794 1.01

24034 Notre Dame 11 7.5 732 1.03

64970 Universal 1 12 5.7 555 1.03

2876 Chicago Patrolmen’s 3 4.6 442 1.03

61810 Kemba 11 8.4 810 1.03

8594 Finance Center 10 7.9 765 1.04

10544 Crane 12 5.0 478 1.06

60978 Directions 20 9.5 878 1.09

1199 BMI 6 5.1 466 1.11

9845 Superior 9 7.3 657 1.11

63932 1st MidAmerica 7 8.5 752 1.13

1427 Midwest America Credit Union 16 8.7 771 1.14

16626 Heritage 7 7.6 656 1.15

82794 Interra 10 8.8 748 1.17

68510 Community 1st 12 7.4 620 1.18

60238 Great Lakes 8 9.2 735 1.26

7346 SelfReliance Ukrainian American 9 5.7 442 1.29

62848 Telhio 7 9.0 678 1.33

60768 Hoosier Hills 6 7.4 551 1.34

7064 Sun 10 6.8 494 1.38
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Figure 14: Peer Group Credit Quality Example: Quarter “Reportable” Delinquencies
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Mar-09 Jun-09 Sep-09 Dec-09 Mar-10 Jun-10 Sep-10 Dec-10 Mar-11 Jun-11 Sep-11 Dec-11

Credit union 1.01 0.97 0.94 1.02 0.88 0.82 0.85 0.83 0.62 0.56 0.60 0.62

Peer 1.13 1.28 1.25 1.49 1.49 1.46 1.52 1.43 1.27 1.22 1.29 1.29

Difference –0.12 –0.30 –0.31 –0.47 –0.62 –0.63 –0.67 –0.60 –0.65 –0.66 –0.68 –0.67

Credit union 
number Credit union name

Current quarter 
delinquency 
balance ($M)

Current quarter 
loan  

balance ($M)
Percentage 

of loans

10544 Crane 0.5 221 0.24

9845 Superior 0.7 233 0.29

68598 Deere Employees 1.2 388 0.30

61810 Kemba 1.8 371 0.48

16626 Heritage 1.3 262 0.49

24165 University of Kentucky 1.7 349 0.49

61093 DHCU Community 1.7 305 0.56

82794 Interra 1.9 330 0.57

1427 Midwest America Credit Union 2.0 323 0.62

68510 Community 1st 1.9 297 0.63

24034 Notre Dame 2.5 352 0.73

10197 Park Community 2.6 297 0.86

8594 Finance Center 2.8 318 0.87

63932 1st MidAmerica 3.4 380 0.90

64471 Du Trac Community 3.0 301 0.99

64970 Universal 1 3.0 283 1.05

62848 Telhio 3.0 246 1.21

1199 BMI 2.7 211 1.30

60978 Directions 4.9 352 1.38

7064 Sun 3.6 244 1.49

68588 Consumers Cooperative 5.4 358 1.51

60238 Great Lakes 9.1 336 2.71

60768 Hoosier Hills 8.3 287 2.88

2876 Chicago Patrolmen’s 6.2 194 3.20

7346 SelfReliance Ukrainian American 16.5 219 7.54
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Figure 15: Peer Group Capital Adequacy Example: Capital Ratio Trend
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Credit union 10.97 10.71 10.83 11.02 10.98 10.77 10.85 11.09 11.22 11.07 11.54 11.60 11.78

Peer 10.79 9.86 10.28 10.36 10.18 10.27 10.37 10.51 10.48 10.32 10.57 10.59 10.55

Credit union 10.97 10.71 10.83 11.02 10.98 10.77 10.85 11.09 11.22 11.07 11.54 11.60 11.78
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number Credit union name
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capital ratio

7346 SelfReliance Ukrainian American 81 424 19.00

9845 Superior 55 377 14.63

61810 Kemba 67 526 12.81

82794 Interra 72 577 12.55

10544 Crane 47 378 12.48

8594 Finance Center 50 419 11.90

10197 Park Community 58 485 11.88

1427 Midwest America Credit Union 55 465 11.78

62848 Telhio 47 462 10.29

60238 Great Lakes 56 544 10.27

64471 Du Trac Community 53 515 10.22

63932 1st MidAmerica 48 474 10.19

16626 Heritage 41 412 9.91

24165 University of Kentucky 42 422 9.88

61093 DHCU Community 41 444 9.27

60768 Hoosier Hills 34 365 9.26

7064 Sun 36 413 8.63

60978 Directions 46 545 8.45

1199 BMI 31 371 8.40

68510 Community 1st 31 369 8.33

64970 Universal 1 29 355 8.05

2876 Chicago Patrolmen’s 29 356 8.01

68598 Deere Employees 41 515 7.91

24034 Notre Dame 34 433 7.87

68588 Consumers Cooperative 42 568 7.39
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1. Net revenue = interest income minus interest/dividend expense 
plus noninterest income. Effectively, net revenue is top line ROA 
(gross profit margin). For more information, see Mike Higgins, 
Credit Union Strategic Growth and Budgeting (Madison, WI: 
Filene Research Institute, 2011).
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